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Abstract:
Authentication is the first step of information security. Authentication schemes require users to
memorize the passwords and recall them during log-in time. Traditional text-based
authentication schemes have memorability problems for secure passwords. Graphical password
schemes are introduced as alternatives to text based schemes. Many techniques have been
designed using single image or multiple images. Few grid based authentication techniques are
proposed. This paper introduces a new authentication technique based on a well known tool.
The most popular game especially in rural areas, “Snakes and Ladders” is used as a tool in
authentication technique. The usage of this tool increases the memorability and usability of
passwords.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Authentication is the first step of information security. Authentication refers to the process of
confirming or denying an individual’s claimed identity. Authentication schemes require users to
memorize the passwords and recall them during log-in time. Current authentication methods can
be divided into three main areas: Knowledge based authentication, token based authentication and
biometric based authentication. Knowledge based authentication techniques are most widely used
and include text-based and picture-based passwords. Credit card is an example for token based
authentication technique. Fingerprints, iris scan, or facial recognition are examples of biometric
based authentication. The major drawback of token based and biometric based authentication
methods are expensive and requires special devices.. Textual passwords are first choice for
authentication by humans. Due to the limitation of human memory, users generally choose the
passwords which are easy to remember. The strength of the password depends on size of the
memorable password space rather than full password space. The traditional password schemes are
vulnerable to many attacks.
Strong password policies[1] may be adopted by the organizations for secure passwords. Those
policies typically increase the burden on the users’ ability to remember the passwords [2]. For an
effective authentication scheme, passwords must be memorable, usable and secure. According to
D.C. Wyld, et al. (Eds): CCSEA 2011, CS & IT 02, pp. 97–104, 2011.
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DTI survey[3], an average user has to remember three different job-related user IDs and
passwords. Some employees need to remember more than 10 passwords. In addition, each user
has to remember many personal passwords for banking, e-commerce, email accounts and social
networking accounts. As the number of passwords to remember increase, it is difficult for the
human to recall the passwords.
Graphical authentication schemes are introduced as alternatives to text-based passwords.
Cognitive studies have shown that people are much better at recognizing previously seen images
than at recalling text precisely. Graphical password schemes can be grouped into three classes
based on the type of cognitive activity required to remember the password: recognition, pure
recall, and cued recall [4,5]. Recognition is the easiest one for human memory whereas pure
recall is most difficult since the information must be accessed from memory without cues.
Traditional password schemes are examples for pure recall. Cued recall provides cues to users
that are associated with the password which helps to recall their passwords [5].
The short and simple passwords are easy to remember. But it is easy to break the password.
Random and lengthy passwords are more secure but difficult to remember. This paper proposes to
use a tool to select lengthy and memorable passwords. Psychology studies have revealed that the
human brain is better at recognizing and recalling images than text[6 ]. A cued recall scheme is
used to increase the memorability of passwords. As a well known tool is being used for password
memorability, it increases the usability of passwords.
Snakes and ladders is an ancient Indian board game that is now a worldwide classic. It is played
between 2 or more players on a playing board with numbered grid squares. On certain squares on
the grid are drawn a number of "ladders" connecting two squares together, and a number of
"snakes" also connecting squares together. The size of the grid (most commonly 8×8, 10×10 or
12×12) varies from board to board. Each player starts with a token in the starting square and
takes turns to roll a single die to move the token by the number of squares indicated by the die
roll, following a fixed route marked on the gameboard from the bottom to the top of the playing
area, passing once through every square. If, on completion of this move, they land on the lowernumbered end of the squares with a "ladder", they can move their token up to the highernumbered square. If they land on the higher-numbered square of a pair with a "snake" they must
move their token down to the lower-numbered square. The winner is the player whose token first
reaches the last square of the track. This game is used for authentication to improve the
memorability, usability and security of passwords. This tool is especially useful for rural people
to remember lengthy passwords.
This paper is organized as follows: Related work is presented in section 2; in section 3 the
authentication scheme based on the tool is proposed; security analysis is done in section 4; user
study is given in section 5 and conclusion is proposed in chapter 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Many graphical authentication schemes have been proposed. Blonder[7 ] suggested a technique,
whereby a password is created by having the user click on several locations on an image. During
authentication, the user must click on the approximate areas of those locations. Dhamija and
perrig [8] proposed a graphical authentication scheme in which the user selects certain number of
images from a set of random pictures during registration. Later user has to identify the preselected images for authentication. The users are presented a set of pictures on the interface, some
of them taken from their portfolio, and some images selected randomly. For successful
authentication, users have to select ‘their’ pictures amongst the distractors. Weinshall and
Kirkpatrick [9] proposed authentication schemes picture recognition, object recognition &
pseudo word recognition and declared that pictures are most effective than the other two proposed
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schemes. More graphical password schemes have been summarized in a recent survey paper
[10].
Few grid based schemes are proposed which uses recall method. Jermin et al [11] proposed a
technique called “Draw A Secret” (DAS) where a user draws the password on a 2D grid. The
coordinates of this drawing on the grid are stored in order. During authentication user must
redraw the picture. The user is authenticated if the drawing touches the grid in the same order.
The major drawback of DAS is that diagonal lines are difficult to draw and difficulties might
arise when the user chooses a drawing that contains strokes that pass too close to a grid-line.
Users have to draw their input sufficiently away from the grid lines and intersections in order to
enter the password correctly. If a user draws a password close to the grid lines or intersections,
the scheme may not distinguish which cell the user is choosing.
Wiedenbeck et al [12 ] proposed PassPoints in which passwords could be composed of several
points on an image. They examined the usability of PassPoints in three separate in-lab user
studies to compare text passwords to PassPoints and to verify the usability of PassPoints .
Goldberg et al[13 ] conducted a small scale user study on a similar scheme Passdoodle. Thirteen
participants took part in the study and each of them was asked to draw passdoodles using a pen
and paper, rather than in a real system. Passdoodles were required to consist of at least two
strokes and could be drawn in multiple colors. A doodle is considered as a full match if it is
drawn in exactly the same order as when the user initially drew the passdoodle, and is considered
as a visual match if it is not a full match due to stroke order, stroke direction, or number of
strokes. They found that the order in which a password is drawn introduced much complexity to
graphical passwords and suggested to neglect the order.
Chiasson et al[14 ] proposed a cued-recall graphical password technique. Users click on one point
per image for a sequence of images. The next image displayed is based on the previous click
point so users receive implicit feedback as to whether they are on the correct path when logging
in. A wrong click leads down an incorrect path, with an explicit indication of authentication
failure only after the final click. The visual cue does not explicitly reveal right or wrong but is
evident using knowledge only the legitimate user should possess.
Luca et al [15] evaluated different authentication techniques for ATM usage. During the
experimentations they found that many users tend to support their memory for their 4-digit-PINs
by incorporating the layout of the digits on the number pad and the shape resulting from these
spatial relations. Figure 1 shows an example: when entering the PIN 7197 a triangle is made on
the number pad. This shape is used by many users to support their memory.

Figure 1: A shape used to remember the PIN 7-1-9-7
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Luca et al[16] in the PassShapes concept, eliminate PINs as authentication tokens and used
simple geometric shapes instead. These PassShapes are composed of strokes. There are eight
different possible strokes defined which are shown in Figure 2. Several strokes consecutively
drawn without lifting the pen are called a stroke sequence. A PassShape itself may consist of
several stroke sequences which may be disconnected shapes.

Figure 2: The eight different strokes used in the PassShapes concept
PassShapes can be represented by an alphanumeric string for internal processing and storage.
Each stroke has a corresponding character representation as depicted in Figure 2, where the letters
indicate the stroke directions: an ‘L’ stands for ‘left’, an ‘R’ stands for right etc. whereas the
numbers refer to the direction equivalent to the position of the number on a standard number pad
(i.e. ‘7’ corresponds to ‘top left’). A pen-up event separating two stroke sequences is marked with
an ‘X’. An example for internal representation of PassShape is U93DL9L3XU3U.
For authentication the user has to reproduce his PassShape either using a touch screen, touch pad
or another pointing device. The important aspect is that the strokes of a PassShape are always
drawn in the same order, which additionally supports memorability.
3. Authentication scheme using “Snakes and Ladders”
Authentication scheme consists of three steps: password registration, password entry and
password verification. User selects the password during registration. During login he enters the
password which will be verified by the system to authenticate the user.
In order to increase the memorability of passwords, it is proposed to use Snakes and ladders board
game. The size of the grid varies from board to board. Most common sizes are 8×8, 10×10 or
12×12. As the board is familiar to all users, the usbility is more. The users are able to remember a
sequence of grid cells or ladders or snakes for their password. As they are familiar with the board
game , the ladders and snakes it is easy for the users to remember the passwords.

Fig 1: Snakes & ladders
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The password can be sequence of three steps i.e. four grid cells in sequence. {10303192} is an
example of a password which indicates moves from grid cell 10 to 30, from grid cell 30 to 31 and
from grid cell 31 to 92. User can select his favorite moves, and enter the sequence of moves as
password during registration. During login time, he enters the same sequence as password for
authentication. As a numeric value, it is not possible to remember that number. But with the help
of board game, it is possible to remember the password.

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS
Complexity
Generally the board game consists of 100 cells. If it contains 100 cells, then the password space is
100 x 99 x 98 x 97 theoretically. But, practically the password space may be less than that value.
Users may not select all the grid cells with equal priority, they may concentrate on snakes or
ladders. If the user skips all the snakes and considers only ladders for his password, then the
password space will be reduced a lot which makes the intruder’s task easy. Solution for this
problem is to use a game board which is having a picture in each cell. Now the user concentrates
not only on snakes or ladders but also the pictures.

Character coding
Instead of cell numbers of the moves, it is possible to use character codes. The board which we
use for password should contain pictures in all cells.

Fig 2: snakes and Ladders with pictures
Each grid cell is having a picture. User has to select four grid cells and for the pictures in the grid
cells user has to assign some code (2 to 4 characters) which he can recollect by seeing the
pictures. During registration, he creates the password by entering the code of all grid cells
selected by him in sequence. During login, he enters the password for authentication. Suppose the
password is 46475161 i.e. cells {46,47,51,61}. The codes are “hate, mom, fan, logo”.
The story behind these codes is, user assumed for grid cell 46 – “I hate mangoes”, for grid cell
47- “my mother’s name is naga”, for grid cell 51 –“ I am a fan of swan” and for grid cell 61 –
“for my company I want to have rose as logo”. Then the password is “hatemomfanlogo” which
consists of 14 characters. This password is difficult to remember, but with help of board game, it
is easy to remember. Characters can be combined with numbers to form alphanumeric password.
“hate47fan61” is an example for alphanumeric password. Special characters can be assigned to
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some grid cells. If the password contains 14 characters, then the password space is 2614 for
alphabets and 3614 for alphanumerics.

Attacks
Dictionary attack may not be possible because the passwords selected may not be having any
meaning and may not be in the dictionary. Exhaustive search attacks may be difficult because of
the lengthy passwords. Guessing may be successful if only snakes and ladders are there on the
board. If the board contains pictures, then it may be difficult to break the password. Social
engineering is also difficult because even user may not be able to remember the password without
looking at the board. Though this authentication scheme is vulnerable to shoulder surfing,
because of the lengthy password it requires hidden cameras to observe the password.

5. USER STUDY
User study is conducted with 30 student participants. Initially the participants were asked to select
a password of length 6/8/10 digits and enter it on a paper. An even no. of digits password is
considered because except the first 9 cells, every grid cell consists of a two digit number and it is
easy to map the cells with numbers. First 9 grid cells can be considered as numbers from 00 to 09.
The participants are divided into 3 groups to select passwords of different lengths, each group
consisting of 10 members. At the end of the first week and the second week, after selecting the
password, the participants again entered their password on a paper for verification. The following
results were obtained by verifying the passwords with original passwords. From the results, it is
understood that it is difficult to remember lengthy passwords.

Table 1 : Results of memorability study
Length of the

After first week

After second week

password

Memorability

Memorability

6 digits

0.9

0.7

8 digits

0.7

0.6

10 digits

0.5

0.3

An initial session was conducted to explain the scheme and to show the game board to the
participants. The game board is displayed on a screen to make them familiar with the game. Then,
the participants were informed to select four grid cells on the board making three moves. In the
selection of grid cells, they can have their own story or concept to make moves. Similar to the
previous one, participants entered their passwords on a paper. At the end of first and second
weeks, after selecting the password the participants entered their password on a paper again, this
time with the help of the game board. After verification, it is observed that most of the
participants are able to remember their password.
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Table 1 : Results of memorability study
With the help of game board
Length of the

After first week

After second week

password

Memorability(%) Memorability(%)

6 digits

1.0

1.0

8 digits

0.8

0.7

10 digits

0.7

0.5

The results showed that “Snakes and Ladders” game is a promising tool to increase the
memorability of the password. 80% of the participants are interested in game board and 70% of
the participants are willing to use the game board as a regular tool. The rest of 80% are ready to
use the game board only for lengthy passwords. This indicates the usability of the tool. The
remaining 20 % of the participants are not interested in even selecting a lengthy password.
The participants who selected the 6 digits password are able to remember the password because it
requires only three cells to remember. For 8 digit password, considerable amount of change we
can see. There is a good sign for 10 digit password memorability. Two points should be
considered in analyzing the results: first one user study is conducted as a paper work and the
second one much time is not given. If the user study is conducted after a long practice of 5 to 6
weeks, the outcome of that study gives good results.

6. CONCLUSION
In general people select short and simple textual passwords to remember them easily. It makes
intruder’s task easy. Random and lengthy passwords are difficult to remember but provides more
security. Graphical passwords are introduced as alternatives to textual passwords. This paper
proposed an authentication system which uses “Snakes and ladders” board game to select lengthy
and memorable passwords. The board size is generally 10x10 with 100 grid cells. The game
consists of number of snakes and ladders. Users can make their favorite moves between grid cells
and selects each cell number in the move as part of the password. There is no need to remember
the password, user has to remember his favorite moves.
User study is done as paperwork. User study made it clear that the tool has promising results in
increasing the memorability of passwords. The usage of well known tool increases usability and
the lengthy passwords provides security. The memorability and usability of character passwords
should be done as future work. The user study should be done extensively using systems.
The current study did not concentrate on time requirements. Actually, it is also important that
how much time is required to enter a password using the specified tool. It is the future work to
find minimum time and maximum time required to enter a password during login.
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